A. The mean reduction in prevalence (y-axis) in scenario 1 (α = 0.4, φ = 0.6 and η = 0.8) in network 1, with random seeding, for interventions of various size(x-axis) across the different target processes, green circles for interventions in Radiation (α), blue triangles for interventions in transmission (φ), and gray pluses for interventions in reception (η) B. The mean reduction in prevalence (y-axis) in scenario 2 (α = 0.6, φ = 0.8 and η = 0.4) in network 1, with random seeding,for interventions of various size(x-axis) across the different target processes, green circles for interventions in Radiation (α), blue triangles for interventions in transmission (φ), and gray pluses for interventions in reception (η) PLOS
